
ЗАДАНИЕ 3 : 
ОПИСАНИЕ 

ФОТОГРАФИИ 

Десятова Л.В., гимназия № 1542



Задание  
3



задание 3
 
Вам предстоит выбрать одну из трех 
фотографий и описать ее, используя 
предложенный план.
Время на подготовку — 1.5 минуты.
Продолжительность ответа — 2 
минуты

.

   



 С чего 
начать?

⚫You have to talk continuously, 
     starting with:
⚫  I've chosen photo number.../ I’d 

like to describe  picture number…
⚫What is in the picture? Что на 

картинке?
⚫ In the picture I can see 

…На картинке я могу видеть
There’s / There are … Здесь есть



⚫ Say where it was taken. 
⚫   It was (probably) taken  inside / outside.
⚫ Describe the season / weather. I think / 

suppose / guess it's summer spring /   winter 
/  autumn since.........

⚫ Say where the action is happening. 
⚫ In this picture the action is taking place in. 
⚫ (the house; the living room; 
    the gym; the swimming pool; 
    the theme park etc.).

The place



The place
⚫ What is where? Что там?
⚫ Describe the background. In the background you can 

see (some pieces of furniture; sports equipment; some 
people doing shopping etc.). …На заднем плане вы 
можете видеть…

⚫ Describe the foreground. In the foreground/
⚫ background there is … (some children; a family; 
⚫ a shop assistant etc.).
⚫ In the middle/centre there are …
⚫ В середине/ в центре находится
⚫ At the top/At the bottom there is …Наверху/внизу 

находится
⚫ On the left/right there are … Слева/ справа находится
⚫ Behind/In front of … you can see … Сзади/ справа вы 

можете видеть
⚫ Between … there is …Между



The action
⚫ Say what is happening (что происходит 

на фото) with the present continuous
⚫ Describe what the people are doing. 
⚫ Looking at these people I get
⚫  the impression that they are ........
⚫ (having dinner; watching a film; 
⚫ having a break; doing their homework etc.)
⚫ The man is …smiling. Мужчина улыбается.
⚫ The people are …working. Люди работают
⚫ It’s raining.Идет дождь



The appearance of the person 
⚫ What the people look like. (Age / height / build / 

hair / eyes / nose / mouth / special features / 
general impression)

⚫ What the people are wearing. (Casually / 
formally-dressed; the description of pieces of clothes)

⚫ How the people are feeling. (Bored / annoyed / 
upset / sad / miserable / lonely / unhappy / 
depressed / confused / furious / angry / relaxed / 
concentrated / worried / happy / tired / interested / 
puzzled / confident / interested / excited / calm / 
pleased / thrilled / relieved / amazed)



Whether you like the picture or not
Why

⚫ Talk about your personal attitude to the picture. 
How the picture makes you feel. 

⚫ Personally I, / As for me, / Frankly speaking, I like this 
picture as it is bright and colorful, 

⚫ full of positive emotions, etc.).
⚫  Generally speaking, this picture doesn't appeal 
⚫ to me because ........ (this activity is not 
⚫ my cup of tea /  I hate doing........)
⚫ I (don’t) like the picture because …Я не  нравится 

эта картинка, потому что..
⚫ It makes me think of …Это заставляет меня 

думать о…





The sample example
⚫ In this photo we can see a very lovely girl next to an old tree. The girl is in the park. 

The weather is warm and sunny. In the background you can see  trees . In the 
foreground we can see smiling girl/

⚫ I can suppose that she is playing hide-and-seek with her friends. Probably a minute 
ago she was standing facing the tree, having her eyes closed and hands over her eyes. 
And now she is going to look for her friends and find them all!

⚫ The girl looks like she is about 6 years old. She is slim and of fair complexion. The 
features of her face are regular and pleasant. She has big grey eyes and the look is 
intense and friendly. With her pretty long golden hair she looks like an angel.

⚫ The girl is wearing a pink sweatshirt and a black sleeveless dress above it. Her clothes 
are very simple but neat. If you look closely, you can see that they are slightly big for 
the child.

⚫ I guess she is quiet and kind, sensitive and thoughtful. Maybe she likes reading books, 
especially fairy-tales. I believe, she is quite shy and she doesn’t like to be the centre of 
attention.  It seems to me she is always  polite to people older than her.

⚫ I  like the picture because the atmosphere is peaceful , I like this picture as
      it is bright and colorful, full of positive emotions, and it makes me think of
       summer.



Стандартные фразы и выражения описания 
фотографии на английском языке
The photo shows … — На фотографии изображено …
In the centre/middle of the photo we can see a … — В центре/ 
середине фотографии мы видим …
In the foreground there is a … — На переднем плане находится …
In the background there are … — На заднем плане находится …
It is situated in … — Он расположен в …
On the left (of …) stands … — Слева (от …) стоит …
On the right (of …) sits… — Справа (от…) сидит …
In the distance we can make out the outline of a… — 
Вдалеке мы можем разглядеть очертания …
At first glance, … — На первый взгляд, …
But if you look closely, you can see … — 
Но если присмотреться,
 вы можете увидеть…
It looks strange … — Он выглядит странно
It looks like …. — Она похожа на …
As for, … — Что касается …



Как описать картинку.  функциональная лексика,  
образец описания

⚫ he plan and some functional vocabulary suitable for students of 7th -9th grades of specialist 
English schools

⚫ Name the theme of the picture. This picture is on the subject / topic / issue of........ (entertainment; sport; 
hobbies; environment; shopping etc.).

⚫ Say where it was taken. It was (probably) taken inside / outside.
⚫ Say where the action is happening. In this picture the action is taking place in. (the house; the living room; 

the gym; the swimming pool; the theme park etc.).
⚫ Describe the background. In the background of this picture there is / are; I can see /  make out ........ (some 

pieces of furniture; sports equipment; some people doing shopping etc.).
⚫ Describe the foreground. In the foreground I can see........ (some children; a family; a shop assistant etc.).
⚫ Describe what the people are doing. Looking at these people I get the impression that they are ........(having 

dinner; watching a film; having a break; doing their homework etc.)
⚫ What the people look like. (Age / height / build / hair / eyes / nose / mouth / special features / general 

impression)
⚫ What the people are wearing. (Casually / formally-dressed; the description of pieces of clothes)
⚫ How the people are feeling. (Bored / annoyed / upset / sad / miserable / lonely / unhappy / depressed / 

confused / furious / angry / relaxed / concentrated / worried / happy / tired / interested / puzzled / 
confident / interested / excited / calm / pleased / thrilled / relieved / amazed)

⚫ Describe the season / weather. I think / suppose / guess it's summer spring /   winter /  autumn since.........
⚫ Talk about the atmosphere. The atmosphere in the picture is ........ ( friendly, peaceful, relaxing, tense, busy, 

warm, cosy, happy etc.).
⚫ Talk about your personal attitude to the picture. How the picture makes you feel. Personally I, / As for me, 

/ Frankly speaking, I like this picture as it is bright and colourful, full of positive emotions, etc.). Generally 
speaking, this picture doesn't appeal to me because ........ (this activity is not my cup of tea /  I hate 
doing........)





The sample example
⚫ This picture is on the subject of studying. It was taken outside. In this picture 

the action is taking place somewhere in the park. In the background of this 
picture I can make out some greenery, some bushes and trees. In the 
foreground I can see a girl who is sitting on the green grass under a tall tree 
and reading a book. Looking at the girl I get the impression that she is 
preparing for her English class as next to her on the grass there are some books 
and one of them is an English dictionary. I suppose the girl is 14 years old, she 
is of medium height and slim with long, straight, dark hair and big eyes. She is 
wearing a pony tail. This girl has a small nose, a pretty mouth with full lips and 
dimples. I think she is attractive. The girl is casually-dressed. She is wearing a 
short-sleeved, checked, colorful shirt, a pair of white baggy trousers and a pair 
of sandals. It seems to me that the girl is interested in what she is doing. She is 
taking pleasure in learning the language because she is smiling. Also, she is 
feeling relaxed and happy. I believe it's summer or early autumn and the 
weather is glamorous. The sun is shining, the grass is green and it's very warm 
as the girl is wearing light clothes. The atmosphere in the picture is relaxing, 
peaceful and friendly. Generally speaking, this picture appeals to me since it is 
full of positive emotions and I am keen on learning foreign languages.



Ресурсы
:
⚫ 1. 

http://www.eduniko.ru/kopiya-metodicheskie-materi
aly-ikt-1

⚫ http://www.interactive-english.ru/opisaniya-foto/


